
 

 

YOUR WEDDING EXHIBITION TICKET SALES 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

Sales of tickets are made by Your Wedding Exhibition Limited, company number SC 304467 

and having its registered office at 479 North Deeside Road, Cults, Aberdeen AB15 9TJ 

(“YWE”). The terms and conditions of sale are: 

 General 

1. All persons must observe the rules and regulations of the venue 

2. All persons must observe any instruction or request issued by any member of the 

venue staff or YWE employee. 

3. No audio, video or electronic recording of the event or any part of it is permitted, and 

any person doing so, or reasonably suspected of doing so without the consent of 

YWE in advance may be ejected. 

4. Please take care of the ticket as it cannot be replaced. 

5. Once purchased tickets are non-refundable 

6. Tickets can only be purchased for personal use and not as part of any form of 

business or commercial activity. The ticket may not be re-sold or offered for re-sale 

by anyone whether at a premium of otherwise. 

7. Resale or attempted resale at a price higher than retail value is grounds for 

cancellation of the ticket without notice or refund. 

8. All persons entering the venue do so at their own risk and neither YWE nor the 

venue will be liable in any way whatsoever for death or injury to such persons or for 

any loss or damage suffered by them or to any property brought by them to the 

venue whether or not arising out any negligent act or omission of the part of YWE or 

the venue operators or its staff or contractors save as caused by the sole negligence 

of such parties. 

9. In the event of damage to any item of personal property that is caused by the 

negligence of YWE or any of its staff, in the event that legal liability attaches to the 

same, that shall be limited to the reasonable cost of replacement or repair subject to 

fair wear and tear. 

Cancellation or postponement 

10. In the event of cancellation of the event, there shall be a refund of the ticket price. No 

other sums, whether for consequential loss or otherwise, shall be due. 

11. YWE reserves the right to postpone the date of the event in which case no refund is 

due, unless the postponement is for a period greater than six months. The ticket shall 

be valid for the postponed date for the event. 

Usability 

12. Customer details are managed in accordance with YWE Privacy Policy (which can 

be accessed on the website of YWE. 



 

 

13. As filming and recording may be carried out at the venue from time to time the ticket 

holder consents to being included in such films and recordings and the use, 

reproduction, storage, distribution and broadcasting (including by social media) of 

such films and recordings (including any copies made) without payment. 

 

Admission restrictions 

1. YWE and the venue management may refuse admission or eject any person where  

(i) in their reasonable opinion that is appropriate, (for example taking health and 

safety, environmental or security concerns into account, of where the person 

is reasonably suspected of being in possession or under the influence of 

alcohol or any illegal drug or other substance), and may conduct reasonable 

security searches to ensure the safety of customers.   

(ii) In their reasonable opinion that person is causing any nuisance or obstruction 

or who may be a danger to themselves or any other persons 

(iii) That person is carrying any drink or food, including bottles, cans or other 

receptacles 

(iv) That person attempts to record the event as referred to above. 

 

2. In the event that any person is refused admission or ejected in the above 

circumstances no refund of the ticket price shall be made, and the person shall have 

no other claim in respect of that refusal of admission or ejection. 


